
PUBLIC INTEREST TEST ON THE PROPOSED NEW BBC TELEVISION CHANNEL FOR SCOTLAND 

The following observations proceed under three headings:  

 

 The proposed channel development in the Scottish media context 

 What sort of channel?  

 The Public Interest Test 

1  The proposed channel development in the Scottish media context 

Much has been written about the changing nature of broadcasting, the obsolescence of the linear 

model, and the growing power of online. These observations sound more sensible in a Dublin with 

five or six channels producing much collateral activity in the Irish economy, than on the River Clyde 

with two opt-out broadcasters in thrall to a media ecology run excessively for the economic benefit 

of London. As with BBC Alba, a new channel definable as a physical entity - in the sense that we 

might understand one of those run by RTÉ - is an amenity taken for granted in European regions 

with none of Scotland’s national history or sense of nationhood. Media infrastructure is exactly what 

Scotland has neither grown enough of, nor protected in those areas where it once existed, as in the 

press.  

To the great disadvantage of Scotland’s democracy, economy and culture, debate about harmful and 

enduring patterns of Scottish media ownership, finance and control has been politicized along party 

political lines. By the standards of other European legislatures – where interest in the democratic 

and economic benefits of investment in media infrastructure is routine - the Scottish Parliament’s 

record of strategic engagement with the democratic and other media needs of Scottish civil society 

continues to be unimpressive. Tendencies produced by party political considerations paralyze adult 

discussion and constructive action over the gross democratic deficit inflicted on Scottish civic society 

by its thin media provision. Likewise, the lost economic opportunities a strong media infrastructure 

might otherwise confer mount up over decades. 

There is an exceptional absence of indigenous media in Scotland. It’s impossible to think of a 

Western democratic entity more dependent on external media ownership, finance and control. A 

new Scottish TV channel with editing and commissioning autonomy is welcome. It can significantly 

expand autonomous provision alongside the invaluable presence of BBC Alba.  

Plainly its impact will depend on the reality of its autonomy, and the proven adequacy of its 

resource.   

Some observations: 

 The budget proposed for the new channel is much smaller than those envisaged as adequate 

both by the Scottish Broadcasting Commission in 2008 and the Scottish Digital Network 

Panel in 2011. But better that the opportunity be taken to develop the first Scottish 

anglophone TV channel than argue at this stage about its apparent inadequacies. This is the 

first significant shift from the grievously limiting two channel opt-out model prevailing, BBC 

Alba apart, from the late 1950s.  

 



 

 It is to the credit of the BBC that it has demonstrated the foresight and initiative to propose 

a new channel.  This new channel alongside BBC Alba will constitute a mere fraction of the 

dedicated broadcasting provision enjoyed by the comparable audience in the Irish Republic, 

to take a highly relevant example, but it’s a welcome start. 

 The development arises, too, at a time of deep concern about the London media, whose 

performance impacts on Scotland very strongly. (Concern about what remains of the 

Scottish media is axiomatic.) The London press has become more than ever highly 

problematic in its impacts on British democracy. Both the two recent General Elections and 

the present Brexit debate have revealed a press which by the standards of other Western 

democracies has become increasingly extreme in the political domain. It is probably unique 

now in its combination of ideological partisanship and uniformity; that is, outside 

totalitarian-style regimes. Public service broadcasting is therefore all the more important in 

its role as provider of relatively impartial news and information.  

 

 This matter of press partisanship impacts Scotland doubly. Scottish media consumers are 

subject to two parallel streams of ideological partisanship, both from what is loosely 

conceived of as the London media, and also from what is much more loosely referred to as 

the Scottish media. Without superfluously seeking to define the former: the latter 

demonstrate an almost total suspicion of, or hostility toward, active discussion of 

constitutional issues in Scotland, and particularly the independence question. This is 

unhealthy in a democracy, wherever we stand individually on these issues. 

 

 Yet more damagingly, there is a dominant tendency in the Scottish media, in the service of 

ideological and political ends, to accentuate the negative dimensions of Scotland’s 

performance across many areas of life and work. It ought not to need saying that by 

comparable European standards this broken marriage between media and civic society is 

grotesque. And yet it has been all but normalized. This is at a time when England is strongly 

reasserting her own national interests, not least at the infrastructural level (eg HS2, Crossrail 

2) and when a hard Brexit might render Scotland as a periphery of a UK itself becoming an 

economic and cultural backwater. In these circumstances a significant addition to the 

Scottish media infrastructure is well overdue. 

 

There is misplaced scepticism in parts of the Scottish public about the potentials of indigenous 

Scottish TV broadcasting, and some lack of public rapture around the present proposal is a given - 

also because of a view that the proposed budget is unrealistically low. But the opportunity needs to 

be seized positively. There has been much discussion of how to develop Scotland’s media, whether 

through fostering management and leadership skills which can be practised without emigrating; or 

locating film/TV studio space according to at least the semblance of some strategic plan. It would be 

welcome if discussion about the new channel development can interface with some of these 

broader broadcasting/film issues too. 

 



 

2 What sort of channel? 

The BBC has recently made a strong and successful recommitment to drama production, and various 

statements from its Director General have emphasized creativity as the core of its future identity. No 

doubt the BBC is too large and too important to the United Kingdom to brand itself quintessentially 

as the producer of any one form of TV production and delivery: other public statements from its 

senior managers have affirmed the central role, likewise, of news and current affairs. In this latter 

context it’s worth reiterating how important the BBC is likely to remain as an alternative to the 

partisanship of the UK press, and at a time when the long term future of Sky News is not assured. 

what does Scotland need from this channel? 

There has been a longstanding tendency for BBC managers to express the needs of the ‘nations and 

regions’ as ‘cultural’ needs (‘representing the distinct cultures of the nations and regions’). 

Unfortunately this often evades the true extent of the challenge. The type of programming 

representing (say) Islay’s whisky culture or the world of Scots language publishing, is very important, 

and there is a proven Scottish appetite for, in its broadest sense, ‘cultural’ programming. But the 

term ‘culture’ is easier for senior BBC executives in London (ie whether or not the BBC actually 

delivers on its cultural objectives in Scotland) than other terms such as ‘politics’, ‘ideology’ – or 

regional economics. 

Two amenities which Scotland greatly needs from the new channel are (1) serious and impartial 

news and current affairs coverage which isn’t afraid to work within the distinct ideological and 

political character of the nation, and which travels well beyond the Central Belt; and (2) a significant 

contribution to the Scottish economy through drama, factual, entertainment and other provision 

whose production helps in some measure to support a creative infrastructure and media 

employment durably located in Scotland. As to culture, the foregoing has not been to suggest that 

the term should be subservient to democratic and economic considerations. Of course the new 

channel should engage with and represent Scottish cultural life.  

But there is a difference between ‘portraying Scotland to itself’ and selling Scotland to the rest of the 

world. The BBC currently acts, perhaps in the main unintentionally, as an ancillary tourist board for 

London. In simple televisual terms, London is hugely visible on the BBC and the rest of Britain isn’t 

visible enough. Much of it is effectively invisible. It is ferociously challenging for Scottish produced 

programming to find network space. It is vital that from the start the new Scottish channel has 

distinct export as well as import ambitions, because in this sense its approach to Scottish culture can 

also further its contribution to the Scottish economy. There is no reason beyond the operation of 

policy why London’s transport or rivers or architecture or urban history is any more natural a 

televisual subject than those of Manchester and Leeds and Edinburgh. The new channel needs to 

make Scotland visible to the world.  

news and current affairs 

Not much is yet predictable about how the planned increase in journalistic resource will unfold for 

the new channel. But it can be noted, first, that Scotland, and despite revamped news programming 

from STV, still falls far behind comparable civil societies such as Catalonia in its dedicated news and 



current affairs provision. Given the condition of the Scottish press and continuing lack of resource 

for online alternatives, this matter is acute. Whatever else the new channel delivers, it would be 

positive for all interests, not least the BBC’s own, if the new channel becomes a reliable provider of 

comprehensive, well-researched and broad-ranging news and current affairs for Scotland, no doubt 

able to work efficiently with existing resources at Radio Scotland and BBC Alba. 

Scottish public scepticism about the BBC’s stance on Scottish constitutional issues will need to be 

faced as journalistic resource grows (as it must be, in any case). Put simply, the fact that the BBC in 

London is attacked from right and left, currently from both remainers and brexiters, is generally a 

good sign that its news and current affairs provision is reasonably balanced overall. No such 

conflicting perceptions appear to emerge from Scottish public opinion – there is no easily discernible 

myth of the BBC’s fondness for Scottish constitutional change and sympathy with its adherents, ie to 

balance the accusation that it too often aligns coverage of these matters with most of the Scottish 

press. The new channel must not be anticipated as a reinforcement of these judgements.  

In general, if enhanced TV journalism provision is to make an impact, it will need to work as much as 

possible within the recognition that Scotland is ideologically and politically distinct from the rest of 

the UK. It will also need to break away from habits of recycling press releases and other forms of soft 

reporting, now too prevalent across a thinly resourced Scottish media, instead prioritizing energetic 

investigative journalism and quality reportage.  

economic impact 

The reason that the Scottish independent sector was uniformly enthusiastic about the SBC’s digital 

channel proposal of 2008 was obvious: there is insufficient patronage for Scottish indie producers.  

 

Good quality broadcasting proposals are often, if not mainly, left to wither. There is little doubt that 

commissioning practices explain this more adequately than theorizing Scottish indie programming 

proposals as somehow too often inadequate. Given the failure of Scottish politicians to get much 

beyond talking about the importance of broadcasting, the BBC can accomplish something very 

significant for Scottish broadcasting and its audience, as well as going some way to future-proofing 

its presence north of the border, by demonstrating that the new channel really is a Scottish channel 

in the sense that RTÉ channels are Irish. This will involve less attention to the definitions of what 

constitutes Scottish programming, and more real commitment to actual Scottish programming which 

can foster further development of a Scottish creative economy not invariably drained by London or 

elsewhere.  
 

This may prove a difficult matter for the BBC. Over its history, and notwithstanding departures into 

‘nations and regions’ initiatives, or into buildings just far enough north to enable commuting from 

the capital, the Corporation remains culturally in, and of, London. There is bound to remain 

scepticism over whether, in terms of its psycho-geographical functioning, the BBC is corporately 

capable of running a Scottish channel which is especially different from BBC Scotland as presently 

delivered. In working constructively with what is proposed, it’s not just editorial and commissioning 

independence which has to be considered, but the line management structure within which the new 

channel will operate. 

 



 

Some key questions, in no order of priority 

 Experience suggests that it’s easier to sell Scottish media product overseas by working 

directly; and never easy if working through London. If product from the new TV channel can 

be marketed internationally, will it be able to work in other markets without routing 

procedures through London?  

 How will the new channel work strategically with BBC Alba? It is very likely that provision 

currently available on BBC Alba is of a standard and quality to engage a much wider 

audience; can these channels help each other? It is imperative that BBC Alba’s interests are 

preserved in any further channel development, but it would be even better were it actually 

to benefit. (A view is sometimes expressed that BBC Scotland and MG Alba could in present 

circumstances work more strategically together.) 

 Can the process of planning the new channel help engage the Scottish 

Government/Parliament in a strategic approach, so far lacking, to the nurturing of the wider 

media industry in Scotland? Can it encompass potential relationships between film and TV?  

 How will we know what new resource for the channel is actually new, as distinct from 

cannibalized? 

3 The Public Interest Test 

The foregoing observations have tried to address Ofcom’s key bullet points on serving audiences, 

and benefits to consumers. The democratic and cultural aspects of the new channel proposal have 

been considered.  Beyond the competition issues flagged by Ofcom, it is important to raise the wider 

question of the distribution of economic benefit from UK broadcasting resource.  

But first, and as far as competition is concerned, one response to any objections to the new channel 

on competition grounds should be particularly resonant; and that is that the democratic needs of 

Scottish civil society are so far from being met by its enfeebled and externally controlled media 

system, that those needs overwhelm any argument against their amelioration, from any perspective.  

But in any case, what the Scottish media market exactly requires is Scottish competition, as distinct 

from being routinely outmatched by competition from London.   

Only through increased resource for Scottish media product can Scottish consumers be allowed to 

judge what Scotland is capable of.  

In this sense, enhancing public value is much more important than limiting competition. In 

particular, the Scottish press has little of value to argue in favour of its own protection. It is ill-

resourced and in decline in large part because of the policies of its owners and managers, for whom 

the Scottish press has tended to be one among other assets, and who have variously extracted 

excess profit or lost readerships through political and ideological stances which are determined 

outside Scotland. There is no good argument for limiting expansion of Scotland’s meagre broadcast 

provision to protect its press, in fact the poor condition of the press makes the democratic argument 

for better-resourced television. 

 



Professor Neil Blain 

What the Ofcom key points don’t direct the discussion toward, is the wider economic context in 

which a new channel is proposed. Scotland serially, and for a variety of reasons (some hinted at 

above) misses opportunities to develop a media economy of sufficient substance even for a small 

nation. The proposed budget for the new channel is not high, and a number of questions arise even 

about how much of the budget is really new.  

However the importance of the acquisition of a second TV channel based in Scotland, not in opt-out 

mode, is possibly more important than its initial budget.  

This leads to a final observation on Ofcom’s question about changes to the proposal which might 

‘enhance public value’. The obvious answer is: a larger budget for the new channel. In comparison to 

the licence fee revenue raised in Scotland, and notwithstanding perfectly respectable arguments 

about the UK programming benefits which Scottish viewers greatly value, the budget is not 

generous. This channel might be the only shot at convincing Scottish consumers (a) that Scotland can 

do TV by itself, outside the specific Gaelic realm and (b) that the BBC is serious about Scotland. It 

would be a pity, as one considers recent revelations about BBC pay, if the lack of a few million 

pounds were to doom the new channel to a harsh response from the start. How a small budget is 

put to best use is going to be at least as important as it usually is. 
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